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Abstract
We prove a theorem that for an integer s0, if 12s + 7 is a prime number, then the number of nonisomorphic face 3-colorable
nonorientable triangular embeddings of Kn, where n = (12s + 7)(6s + 7), is at least 2n3/2(
√
2/72+o(1))
. By some number-theoretic
arguments there are an inﬁnite number of integers s satisfying the hypothesis of the theorem. The theorem is the ﬁrst known example
of constructing at least 2n+o(n), > 1, nonisomorphic nonorientable triangular embeddings of Kn for n=6t +1, t ≡ 2mod 3. To
prove the theorem, we use a new approach to constructing nonisomorphic triangular embeddings of complete graphs. The approach
combines a cut-and-paste technique and the index one current graph technique. A new connection between Steiner triple systems
and constructing triangular embeddings of complete graphs is given.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
A triangular embedding of a complete graph in a surface is a cellular embedding of the graph such that all faces are
trigonal.
Constructing triangular embeddings of complete graphs was a major step in proving the Map Color Theorem [11].
In this paper we consider the natural question on the rate of growth of the number of nonisomorphic nonorientable
triangular embeddings of a complete graph.
It was shown [1,3,8–10] that there are at least exponentially many (in n) nonisomorphic genus embeddings of a
complete graph Kn. Now there are two approaches to construct the embeddings.
The ﬁrst approach uses recursive constructions and a cut-and-paste technique [1,3]. This approach deals with face 2-
colorable triangular embeddings only and establishes the existence of at least 2n2−O(n) nonisomorphic face 2-colorable
orientable (resp. nonorientable) triangular embeddings of Kn for some families of n such that n ≡ 3 or 7mod 12
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(resp. n ≡ 1 or 3mod 6). This approach has some restrictions: using recursive constructions does not make it possible
to obtain 2n2−O(n) lower bound for all values of n ≡ 3 or 7mod 12 in the orientable case and n ≡ 1 or 3mod 6 in
the nonorientable case, and does not make it possible to obtain lower bounds on the number of nonisomorphic genus
embeddings for other cases nmod 12.
The second approach uses the index one current graph technique [7–10]. Using the approach it has been proved
that there are constants M, c > 0,  112 such that for nM there are at least c2n nonisomorphic orientable as well
as nonorientable genus embeddings of Kn. This approach also gives a possibility to obtain exponentially many (in n)
nonisomorphic m-gonal embeddings of a complete graph Kn for m> 3. In this approach some general methods have
been developed to prove that two distinct labeled genus embeddings of a complete graph are nonisomorphic.
In the present paper we give a new approach that combines a cut-and-paste technique and the index one current graph
technique. The main result of the paper is the following theorem.
Theorem 1. For each integer s0 such that 12s + 7 is prime, the complete graph Kn, where n = (12s + 7)(6s + 7),
has at least 2n3/2(
√
2/72+o(1)) nonisomorphic face 3-colorable nonorientable triangular embeddings.
The well-known Dirichlet’s theorem [6, Chapter 16] states that if p and q are relatively prime integers, then the
arithmetic progression ps + q, s = 0, 1, 2, . . . contains an inﬁnite number of prime integers. Thus there are an inﬁnite
number of integers s satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 1.
The recursive constructions used in [1,3] make it possible to construct exponential families of nonisomorphic
face 2-colorable nonorientable triangular embeddings of K6t+1 for t ≡ 0, 1mod 3. Since (12s + 7)(6s + 7) =
6(3(4s2 + 7s + 2) + 2) + 1, Theorem 1 is the ﬁrst known example of constructing at least 2n+o(n), > 1, non-
isomorphic nonorientable triangular embeddings of Kn, n = 6t + 1, t ≡ 2mod 3. These embeddings are face 3-
colorable.
In the approach described in the present paper we start with some auxiliary embeddings constructed by using current
graphs. Then, using a cut-and-paste technique, we combine the embeddings to produce a triangular embedding of a
complete graph Kn. Proceeding this way we can construct so many distinct labeled triangular embeddings of Kn that
among the embeddings there are at least 2n3/2(
√
2/72+o(1)) nonisomorphic embeddings, and that we do not need some
special methods to prove the nonisomorphism of the embeddings.
In the present paper we give a new connection between Steiner triple systems (STSs, for short) and constructing
triangular embeddings of complete graphs. Usually, when speaking about some connection between STSs and triangular
embeddings of complete graphs, STSs are associated with triangular faces of the embeddings. In the present paper we
associate STSs with the way some auxiliary embeddings are combined to produce a triangular embedding of a complete
graph. In our approach every triple of an STS represents “pants” that combine three auxiliary embeddings.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give some deﬁnitions. Theorem 1 is proved in Section 3. The
proof is based on some auxiliary embeddings constructed in Section 5. The embeddings are constructed with the help
of current graphs. In Section 4 we brieﬂy review the theory of current graphs in the form used in the paper.
In what follows the letters h, k,m, n, p, q, r, s and t denote nonnegative integers.
2. Preliminaries
An STS on a set V is a collection B of 3-element subsets (triples) of V such that each 2-element subset of V is
contained in exactly one triple of B. It is a well-known fact [5] that a STS on a set V exists if and only if |V | ≡ 1 or
3mod 6, and that if B is a STS on a set V, then |B| = |V |(|V | − 1)/6.
Two faces of a cellular embedding of a graph are adjacent if they share a common edge. A triangular embedding is
face k-colorable if k is the least number of colors by which we can color the faces of the embedding so that any two
adjacent faces are colored in different colors. By well-known Brooks’ theorem [2], k ∈ {2, 3}.
The boundary of a face of a cellular embedding of a graphK is a closedwalk inK called the boundary cycle of the face.
Let K be a graph without loops and multiple edges.A face of an embedding of K will be designated as a cyclic sequence
[x1, x2, . . . , xm] of vertices (for convenience, we enclose the sequence in brackets) obtained by listing the incident
vertices when traversing the boundary cycle of the face in some chosen direction. The sequences [x1, x2, . . . , xm] and
[xm, . . . , x2, x1] designate the same face.
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Two cellular embeddings f and f ′ of a graph K in the same surface are distinct labeled if f has and f ′ does not have
a face [x1, x2, . . . , xm]. Two distinct labeled triangular embeddings f and f ′ of a complete graph Kn in a surface are
isomorphic if there is a bijection between the vertices of Kn such that if [x, y, z] is a face of f, then [(x),(y),(z)]
is a face of f ′. Since there are exactly n! bijections between the vertices of Kn, it follows that each isomorphism class
of these embeddings can contain at most n! embeddings. By Sterling’s formula, n! ≈ √2n(n
e
)n = 2n(log n)(1+o(1)) as
n → ∞. Now we have the following:
(A) If we constructed 2P(n) distinct labeled triangular embeddings of Kn with the same vertex set, then among these
embeddings there are at least 2P(n)/n! = 2P(n)−O(n log n) nonisomorphic embeddings.
In the present paperwewill construct distinct labeled triangular embeddings of a complete graph using some auxiliary
embeddings.
Denote by H(12s + 7|3s + 3) a cellular embedding of K12s+7 such that there are 3s + 3 faces each of which is
(12s + 7)-gonal and incident with all vertices of K12s+7, and all other faces are triangular. Every (12s + 7)-gonal face
is bounded by a (12s + 7)-cycle of K12s+7. The 3s + 3 cycles are called the special (12s + 7)-cycles of the embedding
H(12s + 7|3s + 3).
Consider a 3(6t + 1)-vertex graph G which is obtained if we take three disjoint (6t + 1)-cycles C(1), C(2), and
C(3), and add an edge between every pair of vertices from distinct (6t + 1)-cycles. By a (6t + 1)-fork we mean a
cellular embedding of the graph G such that there are three (6t + 1)-gonal faces with boundaries C(1), C(2), and C(3),
respectively, and all other faces are triangular. The cycles C(1), C(2), and C(3) are called the special (6t + 1)-cycles of
the (6t + 1)-fork. It is easy to check that a (6t + 1)-fork is an embedding in a surface of odd Euler characteristic, hence
the embedding is nonorientable.
By an odd band of a cellular embedding of a graph we mean a cyclic sequence (F1, F2, . . . , F2m+1) of distinct
triangular faces of the embedding such that the faces Fi and Fi+1 are adjacent for all i=1, 2, . . . , 2m+1 (F2m+2 =F1).
3. Proof of Theorem 1
The proof is based on some embeddings constructed in Section 5. We show in Section 5 that:
(B1) The embedding H(12s + 7|3s + 3) exists for each integer s0 such that 12s + 7 is prime.
(B2) For each integer t1, there are 2t distinct labeled (6t + 1)-forks with the same vertex set and the same special
(6t + 1)-cycles. Each of the (6t + 1)-forks has an odd band.
Consider 6s + 7 disjoint copies Hi , i = 1, 2, . . . , 6s + 7 of the embedding H(12s + 7|3s + 3). Take a STSB on the
set {1, 2, . . . , 6s + 7}. Note that the number 3s + 3 of the special (12s + 7)-cycles of Hi is the number of triples ofB
containing i. For every triple = {p, q, r} ∈ B, choose a special (12s + 7)-cycle C(i) of Hi , i = p, q, r , such that for
j = 1, 2, . . . , 6s + 7 the cycles C(j)′ and C(j)′′ are distinct for different ′ and ′′. For every i = 1, 2, . . . , 6s + 7, denote
by Hi the embedding obtained from Hi if we delete the interior of all (12s + 7)-gonal faces.
Now, for every triple  = {p, q, r} ∈ B, take a (12s + 7)-fork Y with special (12s + 7)-cycles C(p) , C(q) , and
C
(r)
 , and delete the interior of the three (12s + 7)-gonal faces of Y. The (12s + 7)-fork Y with the three “holes” is
considered to be attached toHp,Hq , andHr along the boundary (12s+7)-cyclesC(p) ,C(q) , andC(r) , respectively (see
Fig. 1). We obtain a nonorientable triangular embedding T of K(12s+7)(6s+7). Since all triangular faces of Y become
triangular faces of T, an odd band of Y becomes an odd band of T, hence T is face 3-colorable.
By (B2), there are 22s+1 distinct labeled (12s + 7)-forks with (12s + 7)-cycles C(p) , C(q) , and C(r) . The number
of attached (12s + 7)-forks is |B| = (6s + 7)(s + 1). Hence, we obtain 2(2s+1)(6s+7)(s+1) distinct labeled triangular
embeddings of K(12s+7)(6s+7) with the same vertex set. Denote (12s + 7)(6s + 7) = 72s2 + 126s + 49 = n. It follows
that s = √n(√2/12 + o(1)), whence (2s + 1)(6s + 7)(s + 1)= n3/2(√2/72 + o(1)). Since n log n= o(n3/2), by (A),
the theorem follows.
Remark 1. Denote byH(6s+1) a nonorientable (6s+1)-gonal embedding ofK6s+1 such that every face is bounded by
aHamiltonian cycle of the graph. The embedding has exactly 6s faces. Take 12s+1 copies ofH(6s+1). Using (6s+1)-
forks and proceeding analogously to the proof of Theorem 1, we can obtain at least 2n3/2(
√
2/36+o(1)) nonisomorphic
face 3-colorable nonorientable triangular embeddings of Kn, where n = (6s + 1)(12s + 1) = 6(3(4t2 + 1)) + 1.
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Fig. 1. Pasting a (12s + 7)-fork.
4. Current graphs
In this section we brieﬂy review the theory of cascades in the form used in the paper. The reader is referred to [4,11]
for more detailed development of the material sketched herein. We assume that the reader is familiar with current
graphs, derived graphs and their embeddings generated by current graphs.
Let G be a connected graph whose edges have been given a plus and minus direction. Hence each edge e gives rise to
two reverse arcs e+ and e− of G. A rotation D of G is a permutation of the arc set of G whose orbits cyclically permute
the arcs directed from each vertex. The rotation D can be represented as D = {Du : u ∈ V (G)}, where Du, called the
rotation of the vertex u, is a cyclic permutation of the arcs directed from u.
Let each edge of G be assigned the type 0 or 1. Given the edge types, let  be a function from the arc set of G into
a group  such that (e−) = ((e+))−1 for every edge e of type 0, and (e−) = (e+) for every edge e of type 1. The
values of  are called currents and  is called the current group.
A triple 〈G, ,D〉 is called a current graph.
In what follows, when we consider a rotation of a graph, we always mean that each edge of the graph is assigned
the type 0 or 1.
A rotation D of a graph G induces oriented closed walks in G called circuits of D. A circuit can be considered as
the oriented boundary of a face of a cellular embedding of G determined by the rotation and the edge types of G.
The circuits are constructed by the following well-known trace procedure [4]. A circuit is written as a cyclic sequence
(a1, a2, . . . , am) of arcs ofG such that the terminal vertex of the arc ai is the initial vertex of the arc ai+1, i=1, 2, . . . , m
(am+1 = a1). The circuit has two modes of behavior, normal and alternative. In normal behavior the circuit obeys the
rotation given at each vertex. In alternative behavior the circuit acts as if the given rotations are reversed. When the
circuit traverses a type 1 edge (a twisted edge), its behavior switches modes at the midpoint of the arc. In a ﬁgure of
〈G, ,D〉 a circuit (a1, a2, . . . , am) can be depicted as an oriented cycle passing near the arcs a1, a2, . . . , am in this
order; this cycle is depicted as a solid (resp. dashed) line when it has normal (resp. alternative) behavior.
If (a1, a2, . . . , am) is a circuit of D, then (	am, . . . , 	a2, 	a1) is a circuit of D also, where 	ai denotes the arc reverse
to the arc ai , i =1, 2, . . . , m. The two circuits (a1, a2, . . . , am) and (	am, . . . , 	a2, 	a1) are called reverse circuits. The
set of all circuits of D is partitioned into pairs of reverse circuits. We will not distinguish reverse circuits, and in what
follows, when we say that a rotation D induces exactly n circuits, we mean that D induces exactly n pairs of reverse
circuits. A one-rotation of G is a rotation of G inducing exactly one circuit.
A current graph 〈G, ,D〉, where D is a one-rotation of G, is called a cascade.
We consider in this paper current graphs with current group Zn only. The group operation is written additively.
If (a1, a2, . . . , ah), h1, is the rotation of a vertex of a current graph 〈G, ,D〉, where (ei)=
i for i =1, 2, . . . , h,
then the cyclic sequence (
1, 
2, . . . , 
h) is called the current rotation of the vertex and the element 
1 + 
2 + · · ·+ 
h
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is the excess of the vertex. If the excess of a vertex equals zero, then we say that the vertex satisﬁes KCL (Kirchhoff’s
current law).
In Section 5 we will consider a cascade 〈G, ,D〉 with current group Zn, where n is odd, satisfying the following
construction principles (C1)–(C4):
(C1) Each vertex is trivalent or one-valent.
(C2) A nonzero current from Zn is assigned to each arc. For every pair {
,−
} of inverse elements of Zn, there is at
most one edge of G such that the arcs of the edge carry currents from {
,−
}.
(C3) The excess of every one-valent vertex has order n or n/3.
(C4) Each trivalent vertex satisﬁes KCL.
The cascade generates the derived cellular embedding of the derived graph. The vertex set of the derived embedding is
the set {0, 1, . . . , n − 1} of all elements of Zn. The edge joining vertices x and y of a graph is denoted by (x, y). The
edge set of the derived graph consists of the edges (x, x + 
) for all x ∈ Zn and all 
 ∈ Zn such that there are arcs of
G carrying currents from {
,−
}.
The face set of the derived embedding is determined as follows. There is a mapping from the face set onto the vertex
set of the cascade. Given a vertex of the cascade, the faces mapping onto the vertex are called faces induced by the
vertex, and they are determined by [4, Theorem 4.4.1], which extends to the nonorientable case as well. By the theorem,
for cascades with current group Zn satisfying (C1)–(C4), the face set of the derived embedding is as follows:
(D) A trivalent vertex with current rotation (, , 
) induces n triangular faces [x, x + , x +  + ], x ∈ Zn. A
one-valent vertex with excess of order n induces one n-gonal face incident with all vertices of the derived graph. A
one-valent vertex with excess 
 of order n/3 induces three (n/3)-gonal faces [x, x + 
, x + 2
, . . . , x + (n/3 − 1)
],
x = 0, 1, 2.
5. Constructions
A current graph 〈G, ,D〉 can be represented as a ﬁgure of G where the rotations of vertices are indicated. The black
vertices denote a clockwise rotation and the white vertices a counterclockwise rotation. Each type 0 edge is represented
by one of its arcs with the current indicated. Each type 1 edge is depicted as a broken arc, and the current of the arcs
of the edge is indicated.
First we prove (B1) from Section 3.
Consider a cascade with current groupZ12s+7, s1, shown in Fig. 2, where for even (resp. odd) s the arc with current
1 is downward (resp. upward) directed and  = 9s/2 + 3 (resp.  = 9(s − 1)/2 + 7). The arithmetic is performed in
the ring Z12s+7. The cascade has 6s + 3 edges and 3s + 3 one-valent vertices. KCL holds at every trivalent vertex. The
reader can check that for every pair of inverse elements of Z12s+7 there is a depicted arc carrying the current from the
pair, hence the derived graph is K12s+7. For prime 12s + 7, the excess of every one-valent vertex has order 12s + 7,
hence the derived embedding is H(12s + 7|3s + 3).
Now we prove (B2) from Section 3.
Consider a current graph 〈G, ,D(0)〉 with current group Z18t+3, t1, shown in Fig. 3 (D(0) is not a one-rotation
of G). The arithmetic is performed in the ring Z18t+3. KCL holds at every trivalent vertex.
Fig. 2. A cascade generating an embedding H(12s + 7|3s + 3).
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Fig. 3. A current graph that yields cascades generating (6t + 1)-forks.
A list of currents on the vertical arcs is
3t − 2, 3t − 5, . . . , 4, 1, 18t + 1, 18t − 2, . . . , 15t + 7, 15t + 4,
where the elements 18t + 1, 18t − 2, . . . , 15t + 7, 15t + 4 are −2,−5, . . . ,−(3t − 4),−(3t − 1), respectively. A list
of currents on the bottom horizontal arcs is
3t + 1, 3t + 4, . . . , 6t + 1, 3t + 2, 3t + 5, . . . , 6t − 1,
and if we add the element 3t to every element of the list, we obtain a list of currents on the top horizontal arcs (here we
consider the arc with current 6t + 1 as both a bottom and a top horizontal arc). Now we see that the current graph has
exactly 6t+2 edges, and among the currents on the 6t+2 arcs depicted in Fig. 3 there is exactly one current from each of
the 6t+2 pairs {1, 18t+2}, {2, 18t+1}, {4, 18t−1}, {5, 18t−2}, . . . , {9t−2, 9t+5}, {9t−1, 9t+4}, {9t+1, 9t+2},
and {6t, 12t + 3} of inverse elements of Z18t+3.
Consider the derived embedding generated by a cascade 〈G, ,D′〉, where D′ is a one-rotation of G. The vertex set
of the derived graph is the set {0, 1, . . . , 18t + 2} of all elements of Z18t+3. The one-valent vertex of G has excess
−6t of order 6t + 1 (the greatest common divisor of 18t + 3 and −6t is 3) and induces three (6t + 1)-gonal faces
[x, x−6t, x−12t, . . . , x−6t ·6t], x=0, 1, 2, such that each of the vertices of the derived graph is incident with exactly
one of the faces. All other faces of the derived embedding are triangular. The edge set of the derived graph consists of
the edges incident with the three (6t + 1)-gonal faces and of all edges (x, x + 
) for all x and all 
 /≡ 0mod 3. Since
vertices x and y are incident with the same (6t + 1)-gonal face iff x ≡ y mod 3, we obtain that the cascade 〈G, ,D′〉
generates a (6t + 1)-fork.
The graph G has an odd cycle of length 2t + 1 passing through trivalent vertices only. Since all trivalent vertices
satisfy KCL and the current group is of odd order, it follows from the current graph construction that the dual graph
for the derived embedding (which covers the current graph) must have an odd cycle passing through trivalent vertices
only. Hence, the (6t + 1)-fork generated by a cascade 〈G, ,D′〉 has an odd band.
Now we show that there are 2t different one-rotations of G. We see (Fig. 4) that D(0) induces exactly 2t + 1 circuits
A,B1, C1, B2, C2, . . . , Bt , Ct , where the circuit A passes all vertices of G; for i = 1, 2, . . . , t , the circuits Bi and Ci
are the two circuits traversing the broken arc with current 3t − 2 − 6(i − 1). In Fig. 4 the vertices incident with the
broken arcs with currents 3t − 2 − 6(i − 1), i = 1, 2, . . . , t , are starred.
Consider a sequence v1, v2, . . . , vt , where vi (i =1, 2, . . . , t) is an arbitrarily chosen vertex incident with the broken
arc with current 3t−2−6(i−1). For k=1, 2, . . . , t , denote byD(k) the rotation ofG obtained if we change the rotations
of the vertices v1, v2, . . . , vk to the reverse rotations. We want to show that D(t) is a one-rotation. The reader can check
that for i=1, 2, . . . , t , if D(i−1) induces exactly 2(t − i+1)+1 circuits A(i−1), Bi, Ci, Bi+1, Ci+1, . . . , Bt , Ct , where
the circuit A(i−1) passes all vertices of G, then when we change the rotation of vi to the reverse rotation, the three
circuits A(i−1), Bi , and Ci are combined into one new circuit A(i) of D(i) passing all vertices of G, and all other circuits
of D(i) are exactly the circuits Bi+1, Ci+1, . . . , Bt , Ct . Hence, D(t) is a one-rotation. Since there are 2t such different
sequences v1, v2, . . . , vt of vertices, we obtain that there are 2t different one-rotations of G (denote byR the set of the
2t different one-rotations).
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Fig. 4. The circuits induced by the rotation D(0).
Fig. 5. Adjacent faces induced by adjacent vertices v and w for distinct rotations D and D′.
For every D ∈ R, the cascade 〈G, ,D〉 generates a (6t + 1)-fork with vertex set {0, 1, . . . , 18t + 2} and the
one-valent vertex induces the same three (6t + 1)-gonal faces. For distinct D,D′ ∈ R, there are adjacent trivalent
vertices v and w of G such that Dv = D′v and Dw = (D′w)−1 (Fig. 5(a)). Considering a pair of adjacent faces induced
by v and w in the case of D and D′ (Fig. 5(b)), we see that the face [x, x + , x + + ] of the (6t + 1)-fork generated
by 〈G, ,D〉 is not a face of the (6t + 1)-fork generated by 〈G, ,D′〉. Hence the cascades 〈G, ,D〉 and 〈G, ,D′〉
generate distinct labeled (6t + 1)-forks.
The proof of (B2) is completed.
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